SAUNA HEATERS

- Helo has experience with electrical equipment almost 100 years and have manufactured high quality heaters for over 60 years.

- We combine the best design in the industry together with impeccable quality of materials, fast assembly and continuous research for improvement.

- Full range of products include electrical heaters that are wall mounted and floor standing as well as wide choice of control panels with mechanical and digital controlling.
HELO PREMIUM HEATERS – HELO ROCHER

The new Helo Rocher holds a massive 100 kg of sauna stones in a robust brushed steel brazier (stainless steel). Heat radiates smoothly in every direction.

The secret of the soft and relaxing steam is the full-length heating elements. Every stone is heated, top to bottom, and the greater stone surface area turns a ladle of water into gentle invigorating steam.

The Helo Rocher heater is ideal for creative interior design, it can be integrated in the benches.

Heater benefits:
- creative interior design
- stainless steel brazier
- small safety distances: 60 mm to wall or benches
- can be integrated to benches
- full-length heating elements
- sauna rocks 100 kg (over 10 cm)
- accessories: glass or soapstone collar
- power 6.8 kW (5-9 cbm) and 10.5 kW (9-15 cbm)
- control units: Easy, Midi, Digi I and Digi II
The new Helo Ring stands out first by its appearance, with the irregular natural stones and the geometric shape of the housing complementing each other beautifully. The heater has an impressive steel ring cage for 60 kg of stones. The secret of the pleasantly soft steam is in the full-length heating rods that warm even the upper stones.

**Heater benefits:**
- safety distances: 100 mm to wall or benches
- full-length heating elements
- sauna rocks: 60 kg (over 10 cm)
- Power: 6,0 kW (5-9 cbm ) and 8,0 kW (9-13 cbm )
- control units: Easy, Midi, Digi I and Digi II
The new Helo Ring Wall is an impressive natural stone heater, well suited for family-sized or even small residential saunas. The novelty heater is installed to the wall and is therefore a real space-saver.

Helo Ring Wall heaters are suitable for saunas with a capacity of 4-13 m3 and with a minimum height of 190 cm.

**Heater benefits:**
- **Small safety distances:** 100 mm to wall or benches
- **full-length heating elements**
- **sauna rocks:** 37 kg which more than normal wall-mounted sauna heaters

- **Power:** 4.5 kW, 6.0 kW and 8 kW
- **Available with:** built-in (ST-model) and separate control units (D-model - control units: Easy, Midi, Digi I and Digi II)
HELO PREMIUM HEATERS – HELO CAVA

Helo Cava combines elegant materials with an advanced contemporary design, and offers a superb sauna experience. The soapstone stores heat effectively, and radiates it upward and forward.

Cava can be installed on the floor or integrated into raised floors. The stove stands on its own feet adjustable to the slope of the floor.

Heater benefits:
- creative interior design
- smooth steam from soap stone cover
- small safety distances
- can be integrated to benches
- accessories: soapstone collar
- sauna rocks: 30 kg (under 10 cm) and soap stones 35 kg
- power: 6,0 kW ( 5-10 cbm) and 9,0 kW ( 9-13 cbm )
- control units: Easy, Midi, Digi I and Digi II
HELO PREMIUM HEATERS – HELO ROXX

Helo Roxx unites modern industrial design with a large amount of natural stone. This impressive brushed steel design heater produces enjoyable soft-heated steam.

Helo Roxx can be installed on the floor or integrated into the structure. Helo Roxx stands on its own feet, adjustable for the slope of the sauna floor

Heater benefits:
- creative interior design
- small safety distances
- sauna rocks: 40 kg (under 10 cm)
- power: 6,0 kW (5-10 cbm) and 9,0 kW (9-13 cbm)
- control units: Easy, Midi, Digi I and Digi II
Pikkutonttu is for sauna bathers who enjoy the sauna a few times a week. It has a big rock compartment with 70 kgs of rocks which guarantees good sauna bath even in lower temperatures like 60-70º C. The low surface temperature means a safety distance of only 10 mm to the benches giving unlimited possibilities to the interior design.

Heater benefits:
- low surface temperature, safe also for children
- can be integrated to benches
- rock compartment 70 kgs
- Design: Ristomatti Ratia

- power range 4,5 kW, 6,6 kW and 9,0 kW
- for 3 – 16 m³ saunas
- control units: Easy, Midi, Digi I and Digi II
HELO PREMIUM HEATERS – SAUNATONTTU

This magnificent EverReady-type sauna heater allows the sauna bather to enjoy sauna at any time without pre-heating. The total amount of rocks in this heater is about 100 kgs which means that the heat & steam from the heater is gentle and humid. Saunatonttu has very low surface temperature thanks to special isolation; this means a safety distance of only 5 mm to the benches. Saunatonttu is a user friendly sauna heater also for families with small children because of the low surface temperature. The small safety distance also gives excellent flexibility for designing the sauna interior.

Heater benefits:
- low surface temperature, safe for children
- can be integrated to benches
- ready without pre-heating
- rock compartment 100 kgs
- gentle and humid steam
- lid control function
- low effects 0,1 kW, 0,2 kW or 0,3 kW
- Design: Ristomatti Ratia

- power range 3 kW, 4 kW, 6,4 kW and 8 kW
- for 3 – 17 m³ saunas
Helo Rondo is the latest addition to Helo’s range of heat-accumulating everready heaters. Rondo is round, and also the patented lid turns a full 360 degrees, opening up entirely new possibilities for sauna interior design. The heater outer shell is stylish brushed stainless steel and the lid is silvery. The low surface temperature means a safety distance of only 10 mm to the benches giving unlimited possibilities to the interior design.

**Heater benefits:**
- low surface temperature, safe for children
- can be integrated to benches
- ready without pre-heating
- rock compartment 90 kgs
- gentle and humid steam
- patented lid turns a full 360 degrees

- power range 4,5 kW, 6,5 kW and 9,6 kW
- for 5 – 18 m³ saunas
HELO PREMIUM HEATERS – FERRO

The sleek, jet black and powerful Helo Ferro sauna heater is the smart choice for a family size sauna. Helo Ferro will comfortably fill up to an 18 cubic meter sauna. The compact Ferro takes little space in the sauna – even with its power and 50 kilos of stones. Only 50 cm wide and 43 cm deep, Ferro can be installed next the wall, in the middle of your sauna or even stylishly sunk into a raised platform.

Heater benefits:
- takes little space in the sauna
- safety distances: 60 mm to wall or benches
- rock compartment 50 kgs
- can be controlled with modern controls

- control units: Easy, Midi, Digi I and Digi II
- power range 9,0 kW, 10,5 kW and 12,5 kW
- for 8 – 18 m³ saunas
HELO NOVELTY – TAIKA HEATER

Helo EASY is an electronic control panel for DE - models of sauna heaters. It is recessible (requires a fitting box) and can also be used as surface mounted.

Easy to use: pressing the on/off button turns on the sauna heater for 6 hours. After 6 hours the sauna heater turns off automatically. Temperature is adjusted by the – and + keys and the led light turning red from green indicates the warming up of the sauna room.

- control unit: Smart:
  - preset time 12 h, heating time 6 h
  - temperature setting 110 C max, reads and displays actual temperature above the heater
  - light and fan output on/off manually
  - ECO setting ECO1 or ECO2 two levels, gives an buzzer signal when sauna is ready, shuts down sauna if not entered within a preset time

- power range 8 kW, 10 kW and 12 Kw
- for 8 – 18 m³ saunas
- rock compartment 65 kgs
- Design: Ristomatti Ratia
Helo EASY is an electronic control panel for DE-models of sauna heaters. It is recessible (requires a fitting box) and can also be used as surface mounted.

Easy to use: pressing the on/off button turns on the sauna heater for 6 hours. After 6 hours the sauna heater turns off automatically. Temperature is adjusted by the – and + keys and the led light turning red from green indicates the warming up of the sauna room.

- 400V3N~ can be used with directly with DE type sauna heaters
- for other D-models with a contactor box WE 3 for sauna heaters 3,0 – 9,0 kW
- IPX 4 classification, separate thermostat installed in the sauna room
Helo MIDI is a digital control panel for DE-models of sauna heaters. Slim line design allows (185x55x9mm) surface mounting. This microprocessor controlled panel has an LED-display and easy-to-use functions for pre setting (23h), heating time (up to 6h), temperature (max. 110°C) and light.

- main switch, time and temperature display
- temperature display with C –scale; while sauna is on shows the actual bathing temperature in the sauna room
- LED-display: visible, big, easy-to-read digits
- 400V3N~ used with directly with DE type sauna heaters
- for other D- models with a contactor box WE 3 for sauna heaters 3,0 – 9,0 kW
CONTROL UNITS – DIGI I

DIGI I is a digital control panel for DE-models of sauna heaters. It is recessible and can also be used as surface mounted.

DIGI I has a built-in short-cut for turning on the sauna by pushing only one button: pressing first the on/off button, the OK button for 3 sec. turns the sauna on for 2 hours with temperature of 70 °C.

Values can be changed during the bathing.

- main switch, time display
- buttons for pre setting, heating time, temperature, light and fan
- temperature display with C –scale; while sauna is on shows the actual bathing temperature in the sauna room
- LED-display: visible, big, easy-to-read digits

- can be used with D-model heaters (400V3N) with a contactor box WE 3 for sauna heaters 3,0 – 9,0 kW and with a contactor box WE 4 for sauna heaters 9,0 – 15,0 kW (floor standing)
DIGI II is a digital control panel for DE-models of sauna heaters. It is recessible and can also be used as surface mounted.

DIGI II has a LDC-display which shows the current time, programmed duration of the sauna bath and temperature. Pre-setting time is 24 h and there are 4 program buttons for individual sauna climates. The operation language can be selected

- main switch, time display
- buttons for temperature and time setting
- 4 pre program buttons
- 5 different operation languages
- temperature display with C- or F-scale
- LCD-display with light

can be used with D-model heaters (400V3N) with a contactor box WE 3 for sauna heaters 3,0 – 9,0 kW and with a contactor box WE 4 for sauna heaters 9,0 – 15,0 kW (floor standing) and with WE5 for sauna heaters 18 – 26 kW